American Legion Post

Hard Water Problems

Located in an area of notoriously hard water, this American Legion Post 779, in Centre Hall, PA, had its share of hard water problems. Outside of using a lot of chemicals, cleaners and costly labor, the Board of Directors knew of no other alternatives. They figured “water was water” and nothing could be done about it.

Some of their problems included this heat exchanger, where lime and calcium deposits made it a constant nightmare for the maintenance crew. The cost of cleaning the exchangers was a “fixed expense” for the accounting department!

How Ugly!

Another problem associated with hard water involved the bathrooms, where scale was a serious problem. Pictured here is one of their toilets. Dangerous acid and a chisel were actually required to clean the toilets.

The Solution

A ClearWater dealer stopped in and told them about the ScaleBlaster™, an electric descaler that would solve all their problems without using chemicals and chisels! The ScaleBlaster™ was installed in the Spring of 1997.

The Final Results… Beautiful!

Nobody said toilet bowls are a pretty sight, but compared to the way this American Legion’s toilet bowls looked before the ScaleBlaster™ was installed, they sure are now! Instead of using acid and chisel to clean the toilets, only a brush is required! The heat exchangers also cleaned up dramatically, too.

American Legion Toilet 5/17/97

American Legion toilet 6/15/97—Cleaned with brush only!

SEE REFERRAL LETTER ON BACK
December 2, 1997

ClearWater Enviro Technologies
1834 Kapp Dr.
Clearwater, FL 33725

Dear Sirs,

We wanted to let you know how extremely pleased we are with the installation of your Scale Blaster Unit.

We initially had it installed in May of 1997 after years of having severe difficulties with our heat exchanger building up scale time and outdoor deposits and having expensive bills. We hoped your Scale Blaster Unit would solve the problem. In addition, the build-up in the boiler in the basement was so bad that the problem couldn't be cleaned without dangerous acid or stripping it away with a metal chisel. Our representative did a demonstration how this is done. The build-up was removed with a simple salt bath. We simply placed the build-up in the boiler and left it sitting for a week. With a brush and a hose, it was all gone. Since then, there has been no additional build-up and cleaning is a very easy task.

In addition, we have not had any problems with our heat exchangers since the installation of your Scale Blaster unit.

I had to include some "before" and "after" pictures of our boiler because we are so amazed that this unit works so well with absolutely no chemicals or maintenance of any sort.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Debbie and the Board of Directors, American Legion Post 779

Letter written by Debbie Auman and the Board of Directors for the American Legion Post 779.